Effect of the laser beam on implant site preparation: a preliminary pilot study.
The aim of this preliminary study is to histologically evaluate the effects of erbium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Er:YAG) laser on soft and hard tissues during implant bed preparation, in comparison with bur and cutter in order to observe the following aspects: (i) the shape of the cavity, (ii) the presence of debris, and (iii) structural modification of the cell architecture. Bone temperature changes during the preparation of the implant bed were also measured in order to evaluate thermal damage on soft and hard tissues. Er:YAG laser, Fotona X-Runner scanner and circular cutter of 5 mm diameter were compared using an in vitro model. Implant bed preparations were performed in bovine rib bone (hard tissue) and tongue muscle (soft tissue) tissues. Results of the study show that in all bur samples were present more debris and more blood cells than in laser samples, which, according to the rules of healing processes, can be a negative factor for the osseointegration process. Regarding the thermal effects on soft tissue, they were present when using MAX mode, but absent when using quantum square pulse (QSP) mode. A preliminary conclusion emphasizes the use of laser to prepare the implant site without debris formation. Nowadays, is not still present a laser device that can overtake the technical limitations of the laser scanner (i.e., deepness control and scanner movement during the preparation of the holes, etc.).